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Everything you need to know to create beautiful eye Trying to find the
best way to accentuate and enhance the eyes can be a nerve-wracking
encounter for women of most ages. With stunning color photos and step-by-
step instructions, Style Eyes provides all the tools you need to achieve
an ideal look no matter what your eye color or shape, complexion, or age
group. • Identify and make use of eye cosmetic makeup products and tools
to address all your eye issues. • Create an ideal brows with step-by-
step methods and learn how to fix any mistakes. Learn the best looks for
every age group and scenario, from wearing eyeglasses to attaining an
eyelift and erasing lines without operation. Finally create the perfect
smoky eyes using easy-to-follow methods. • Create the perfect look for
day, evening, work, play, or anytime. • Identify the best techniques and
tones for various eye shapes and eye colors. HOWEVER YOU LIKE Eye she
shares her extremely sought-after beauty guidelines and techniques that
may help you: • • Probably the most frequent questions celebrity make-up
artist Taylor Chang-Babaian is definitely asked is how exactly to apply
eye makeup.
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The only eye make-up tutorial you will ever need. There are even
sections that explain what kind of makeup to make use of for what age,
something I hardly ever really regarded. It doesn't give you step by
step instructions for all the looks, nonetheless it shows the colours
and type of make-up (gel, cream, powder, etc) to use. Simply searching
at the photos was often enough for us to comprehend the 'how to' without
even reading the techniques. Some of the applications did nothing at all
to make the model appear better. Additional eye makeup, nevertheless,
was by no means something I was worthwhile at or comfortable with. It
was precarious to apply and it never came out quite right. Get this book
Extremely detailed amazing tips ideal for professional and also non
professionals a must have in your beauty library Four Stars very
informative We ordered this reserve as a xmas present for my sister who
is a make up enthusiast, and she totally loved it. This was exactly the
kind of explanation reference that I needed. Growing up, make-up was
deeply frowned upon in my own home. I imagine for those who have eye
styling right down to a technology, this book may not be very useful,
but to someone just getting started, it's a existence raft in the world
of makeup. and on top of that I purchased this book well over a year ago
but still make reference to it. I was disappointed with the limited
designs shown, many of them becoming so minimal that it had been hard to
tell if the model had makeup on or not. Writer Taylor Chang-Babaia,
explains why some of us have dark circles, suggests methods to treat
them, and on top of that, how to cover them based on whether you possess
brownish or blue, purplely circles. On the flip side, she also
demonstrates how exactly to makes eyes smoky by giving step-by-step text
adjacent to a vertical ladder of photos for both above and below the
eye. No sketches, real photos in all their natural color. HOWEVER, not
all looks have a graphic deatiled step-by-step software.This book has
many before and after photos with step-by-step instructions on how best
to achieve each appear.I like the little kits that Victoria's Key used
to make that provided instructions for new eye make-up looks - something
to create looks a little different and more interesting... I was hoping
to get some freshness with this reserve, but there have been few
wearable looks which were very different from what I already use, and
what sort of book instructed to do a smoky attention was lacking and
ended up being a real mess. Never once again! Also, the description and
photos of brushes weren't great or terribly useful. I recommend it to
all or any the make up artists and fans out there, particularly if you
love eyes and you like to know all the different techniques and stuff.
GREAT BOOK! It explains so much--from eyebrow trimming and fake lashes
to concealer, eyeshadow, and the brushes and techniques used to apply it
all. It's very full covering everything that you need to know, from the
basics like taking care of your eyes, your type of eyelid how exactly to
apply the constitute correctly to it, depending on your attention color
what shade colors are greatest for you, etc. It even includes make-up



tutorials step-by-step on how best to create different looks.In the
event that you just want a basic 'how to' book that gets to the point -
without all of the unnecessary hoopla - then this is the reserve for
you! The text is good, filled with beginner information and provides you
a good education in shades, brushes, product regularity, and software.We
even ordered a used book, that was still excellent quality!The shipping
time was as described, and the packaging was perfectly and protected the
book from any crunches or damages that could mess it up.Great Cost and
Great Book! I truthfully couldn't match that which was in the reserve
from what I have in the home or may find at areas like Sephora... then
get this book for sure! Therefore, I do not recommend this book for very
beginners. The various other books were a bit scant on the step-by-step
needed for beginners. Only handful of them have it. We felt a couple
teen make-up books acquired bizarre or overdone looks. Waste of Money
Honestly not really that insightful. It offers makeup for different age
groups, how to apply eyeliner for your vision shape, eyebrow shaping,
different kinds of makeup, buying brushes, wellness info. Great BUT not
for very beginners. As time continued, I obtained my own collection. In
our opinion, we didn't even need another reserve, although we did buy
one for different options. It also posseses an explanation of ALL the
eye brushes that exist, with an explanation for each and which one's are
utilized for what. It will go from simple to crazy looks, so I like to
flip through the pages to get inspired before going out.Hope this can
help! The pictures are top quality, so I utilize them as helpful
information to create my own make up. (Which that to me was truly
helpful since that was among my biggest doubts haha). I have deep set
eyes, encircled by dark brown orbits that rise the inside of my eyes and
flank the bridge of my nasal area. Five Stars Great information One Star
Was not what I was expecting or searching for. Many different brands
apply to what appears to be the same appear. Through tips from friends,
and my own learning from your errors, I managed to discover what base
make-up, eyeliners, and lip shades work for me. I would recommend this
for beginners only., and more. The book is great; compact size, superb
photographies which can inspire appears, and the author provides some
useful tips. Kudos to Chang-Babaian and her professional photographer
Albert Sanchez. Many of them also included various other information
about fads, lifestyles, and such that weren't necessary or befitting us.
Best book in the 'How To' I purchased this for my teen girl after
searching on multilple web sites and in the bookstore for something
simple for beginners. Rather, I recommend to buy first "Everything Eye"
by Bobbi Brown, and once you learn the basics you can follow with this
publication to obtain additional look-inspiration. Awesome I travel a
lot and I carry this book with me everywhere I go. If you are searching
for more glam looks and even more basics on basis and such, then you may
want to purchase an additional book with those topics specifically. My
mother never really wore any, so the first time I actually tried



dabbling in it had been with a couple friends in senior high school
during a sleepover. Bland This book will be good for beginners, or women
who just like a very subtle look. That is definitely not for a person
who knows little about makeup, but in the event that you already know
just how do a simple smokey eye, are knowledgeable on makeup equipment,
etc, that is a great resource. Five Stars Great birthday present for a
pal, lots of searches for eye makeup. really like it That is a gem of a
little book. Some of the more extreme looks were just simple bad. And
then I came across this book.
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